
AUCTION TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR CONDEMN OF VEHICLE 

 

GIL is undertaking Auction for the condemn of below mentioned vehicles, which are 

parked/stationed at Karmayogi Bhavan parking, Gandhinagar 

 

SR.NO  SWIFT DZIRE TOYOTA INNOVA 

1.  Registration No. of R.T.O. GJ-18-AH-2381 GJ-18-AH-1987 

2.  Either petrol/Diesel/stream DIESEL DIESEL 

3.  Year of Manufacture 2009 2009 

4.  Location of machinery & 
Equipment 

Karmayogi Bhavan parking, 
block-2, Gandhinagar 

Karmayogi Bhavan parking, 
block-2, Gandhinagar 

5.  Reserve/minimum price of 
the Vehicle 

Rs. 85,000/- Rs. 1,40,000/- 

 
The following are the Terms and Conditions for bidding in the Auction:- 

1. The Vehicle will be sold in its present condition on "AS IS WHERE IS" basis. 

2. The bidders may inspect the vehicle lying at institute and satisfy themselves about its 

present physical condition at any time during normal working hours. 

3. The bid for Auction should be submitted through sealed envelope mentioning the subject 

as Application for Car Auction and the Technical bid should be accompanied by the 

following self-attested documents 

a. Hard Copy of duly filled "Details of Tenderer /Bidder" (Annexure "A") 

b. Hard Copy of EMD (Demand Draft in the favor of Gujarat Informatics Limited) 

c. Hard Copy of PAN CARD & AADHAR CARD 

d. Hard Copy of duly filled "Undertaking" (Annexure "B") that they are not 

blacklisted and the period of blacklist/debarment does not subsist at the time of 

Auction. 

4. All the documents sought at point no.03 are mandatory and should be send in sealed 

envelope. The Participant of Auction will not be considered in absence of any of the 

above documents. 

5. The interested bidders who wish to participate in Auction should deposit EMD in the form 

of Demand Draft in favor of Gujarat Informatics Limited. 

6. After the Auction Process, the highest Bid will be announced immediately. If a bid is 

accepted then Award of Contract (AOC)/Acceptance Order will be issued within 7 

working days. 

7. All Taxes and Other charges of any nature whatsoever liveable by any govt. authority shall 

be payable by the buyer in addition to the price offered. 

 



8. On Receipt of the Payment, a delivery order will be issued to the Highest Bidder, who has 

to remove the vehicle within 15 days from the date of receipt of delivery order. If any 

expenses requited to remove the vehicle, then the bidder will bear the expenses. 

9. If the Disposed vehicle is not removed by the successful bidder or fails to pay the amount 

of the Bid within the stipulated period, then order will be cancelled and given to second 

highest Bidder 

10. No claim whatsoever on this account will not be entertained by GIL. 

11. GIL reserves the right to accept or reject any of the Auctions Bids by assigning valid 

reason thereof. 

12. All disputed arising out in the Auction process shall be subjected to jurisdiction of GIL 

only. 

13. Delivery will be given during working hours on all working days on presentation of the 

release order by the buyer or its representative with valid Authority Letter to the stake 

holder. 

14. Seller will not be responsible for any damage to vehicle even after submission of offer 

Price. 

15. After the completion of the auction process, after receiving approval to accept the bid of 

the highest amount quoted by the highest bidders, the successful person/dealer in the 

public auction on Day-1 shall pay the stipulated amount in DD at the end of the auction to 

Gujarat Informatics Limited should be deposited GIL Office. And the trader has to pay the 

amount of GST prescribed by the government on all goods online and submit the receipt of 

GST payment. Only then will the goods be delivered. And the person/trader who is not 

successful in the auction will be refunded their advance deposit amount. 

16. Dealers shall take delivery of the vehicle in which the bid has been approved in the auction 

on the 15th day.  

 

 

 



DETAILS OF (TENDERER/BIDDER) 

Annexure - "A" 

 

*Name of the Bidder / Firm 

(IN BLOCK / CAPITAL LETTERS) 

*Address for Communication (IN BLOCK / CAPITAL LETTERS) 

 

1. *PAN Number 

2. *Aadhar Number 

3. GST Number (If Applicable) 

4. E-mail ID 

5. *Mobile No 

6. Bank Account No. 

7. Name of the Bank 

8. (IN BLOCK / CAPITAL LETTERS) 

9. MICR Code of the Bank 

10. IFSC Code of the Bank 

 

Mandatory Fields - * 

 

Signature / Seal (Name & Designation) 

  



 

Annexure-"B" 

 

Undertaking 

 

 

TO, 

Deputy Director (Accounts) & GM Services 

Gujarat Informatics Limited  

2nd Floor, Block -2, Karmayogi Bhavan,  

Sector – 10 A, Gandhinagar - 382010  

Gujarat, India 

 

 

I/We hereby declare that my / our firm has / have not been declare debarred/ blacklisted for taking 

part in any tender in Gujarat. I/We are aware that any breach of this condition would result in 

immediate termination of the contract / cancellation of the existing contract and also forfeiture of 

my deposit money by the Gujarat Informatics Limited (GIL) and I/We also agree that, If any delay 

in announcement of Auction bid value due to Technical issues related to internet connectivity or 

any Administrative reasons, the same may be announced in due course of time to the participants. 

Further, I/We hereby undertake that all the pages of Auction notice has been read & understood 

and the Terms and Conditions are agreed upon. 

 

Place: 

 

Date: 

Seal/Signature of the Tenderer  

(Name of the Tenderer) 

 


